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A permalink is a stable and persistent link to an electronic article that should be used, when available, to link to articles in Learning Management Systems (LMS) or the Course Materials Databases (CMD). Use this guide to create student accessible permalinks to articles in ProQuest and EBSCOhost databases.

The guide presumes that the article can be located in either of these databases. If your article is available in another database, consult the Linking to Library eResources for Business Guide for help with databases such as JSTOR or Scholars Portal Journals. For more information on locating articles in the library’s databases see the Step-by-Step: Finding an Article from a Citation guide.

Before creating links in the LMS or CMD, the license information should be checked. This type of check should happen every semester to ensure the current terms of library licensed resources are being followed. For more information on finding and understanding article license information see the Step-by-Step: Locating License Information for Scholarly & Trade Articles guide.
PROQUEST PERMALINKS

Learn how to locate an article’s ProQuest permalink for use in a Learning Management System (LMS) or CMD after you have found the article.

1. Click the article title to display the full database record for the article.

2. Click the tab Abstract/Details.
3 Scroll down the page to locate the field labeled Document URL.

![Document URL field screenshot]

4 Copy and paste the Document URL into your course’s LMS or CMD without modification. The URL contains the EZproxy prefix that ensures the article is accessible to York students both on and off-campus.

- **Example from Canvas:** The below screenshot shows the Document URL (permalink) for the article being uploaded to Canvas. For the page name section in Canvas, the complete citation for the article has been used. Use **ProQuest's cite button** to quickly get the citation for an article.
EBSCOHOST PERMALINKS

Learn how to locate an article’s EBSCOhost permalink for use in a Learning Management System (LMS) or CMD after you have found the article.

1. Click the article title to display the full database record for the article.

2. Click the permalink icon in the right-hand column of the full record.
3 The permalink will load at the top of the record.

The image shows a screenshot of a permalink for an article titled "Gender-inclusive Gatekeeping: How (Mostly Male) Predecessors Influence the Success of Female CEOs." The authors are Dalvedi, Priyanka, Joshi, Aparna, and Misangyi, V. The source is the Academy of Management Journal, April 2018, Vol. 61, Issue 2, p379-404. 26p.

4 Copy and paste the permalink into your course’s LMS or CMD without modification. The URL contains the ezproxy prefix that ensures the article is accessible to York students off-campus.

- **Example from Canvas:** The below screenshot shows the permalink for the article being uploaded to Canvas. For the page name section in Canvas, the complete citation for the article has been used. Use EBSCOhost’s Cite Button to easily get the citation.